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Abstract—Reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) have been
recently considered as a promising candidate for energy-efficient
solutions in future wireless networks. Their dynamic and lowpower configuration enables coverage extension, massive connectivity, and low-latency communications. Due to a large number
of unknown variables referring to the RIS unit elements and
the transmitted signals, channel estimation and signal recovery
in RIS-based systems are the ones of the most critical technical
challenges. To address this problem, we focus on the RIS-assisted
multi-user wireless communication system and present a joint
channel estimation and signal recovery algorithm in this paper.
Specifically, we propose a bidirectional approximate message
passing algorithm that applies the Taylor series expansion and
Gaussian approximation to simplify the sum-product algorithm
in the formulated problem. Our simulation results show that
the proposed algorithm shows the superiority over a state-of-art
benchmark method. We also provide insights on the impact of
different RIS parameter settings on the proposed algorithms.
Index Terms—Reconfigurable intelligent surfaces, message
passing algorithms, channel estimation, signal recovery, Gaussian
approximation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces (RISs) is a potential
candidate technology for beyond fifth-generation (5G) wireless communications [1]–[5]. A large number of hardwareefficient passive reflecting elements are employed in a RIS
to facilitate low-power, energy-efficient, high-speed, massiveconnectivity, and low-latency communications [1], [6], [7].
Each unit element can alter the phase of the incoming signal
without requiring a dedicated power amplifier that is needed
in conventional amplify-and-forward relaying systems [1], [3],
[7]. As a result, RISs had gained much attention in recent
years.
The energy efficiency potential of RIS in the scenario of outdoor multi-user multiple input single output communications
was analyzed in [3], while [8] focused on an indoor scenario
to illustrate the potential of RIS-based indoor positioning.
Recently, a novel passive beamforming and information transfer technique was proposed in [9] to enhance primary communications. RIS-assisted communications in the millimeterwave and terahertz bands were also lately investigated to deal
with limited transmission distance problems [1]. Orthogonal
and non-orthogonal multiple access in RIS-assisted communications were studied in [10] as cost-effective solutions for

boosting spectrum/energy efficiency. The existing research
works have proved the great potential of RISs, however, most
of the existing research works focusing on RIS configuration
optimization or channel estimation part only, and it is a
challenging issue to solve the joint channel estimation and
signal recovery problem due to a large number of unknowns,
such as a large number of passive elements in RISs and the
transmitted signal.
The existing literature mainly adopts a two-stage approach
to estimate channels and transmitted signal separately [11],
however, such a method cannot fully explore the characteristics
of channels and transmitted signals, and the training overhead
is high. For joint estimation and signal recovery, some bilinear
message passing algorithms were proposed [12]–[14]. In [15],
the authors designed a Bayesian method for the effective channel estimation and signal recovery in grant-free non-orthogonal
multiple access. In [16], the authors applied a new expectation
maximization message passing algorithm combination for joint
channel estimation and symbol detection. In [17], the authors
proposed a multi-layer algorithm for joint channel estimation
and signal detection in two-hop amplify-and-forward relay
communication systems with one known channel. However,
these approximate message passing (AMP) related algorithms
are vulnerable to ill-conditioned measurement matrices that
may cause divergence. Thus, some variants to improve the
convergence were proposed, such as damping method [18]
and AMP with unitary transformation (UTAMP) [19], [20].
This research provides some insights into the joint channel
estimation and signal recovery in RIS-assisted communication
systems, which motivates us to explore a new technique to
reliably estimate channels and recover signal simultaneously
with tolerable training overhead.
In this paper, we propose a novel joint channel estimation
and signal detection algorithm in a RIS-assisted wireless
communication system, where a multi-antenna base station
(BS) serves multiple single-antenna users. Specifically, we
formulate the joint channel estimation and signal recovery as
an inference problem that estimates two cascaded channels and
the transmitted signal simultaneously. The factor graph and the
related sum-product message passing rules of the formulated
problem are developed, then we apply the Taylor series expansion and Gaussian approximation to deal with the tricky

inference problem. The proposed bidirectional approximate
message passing (BAMP) algorithm is efficient and provides
good channel estimation and signal recovery performance. Our
extensive simulation results validate the effectiveness of the
proposed technique and its favorable performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model is introduced and the estimation
problem is formulated. The factor graph and the proposed
BAMP algorithm are presented in Section III. Section IV
presents the numerical results of the proposed algorithm.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Notation: Fonts a, a, and A represent scalars, vectors, and
matrices, respectively. We use AT , AH , A−1 and A† to
denote the transpose, Hermitian (conjugate transpose), inverse
and pseudo-inverse of A, respectively. The (m, n)-th entry of
A is denoted by amn . | · | and (·)∗ denote the modulus and
conjugation, respectively. Finally, notation diag(a) represents
a diagonal matrix with the entries of a on its main diagonal.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we describe the system model for the
considered RIS-empowered wireless communication system.
We consider the communication between a BS equipped
with M antenna elements and K single-antenna mobile users.
We assume that this communication is realized via a discreteelement RIS deployed on the facade of a building in the
vicinity of the BS side, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The RIS
is comprised of N unit cells of equal small size, and each
made from metamaterials that are capable of adjusting their
reflection coefficients. We assume there is no direct signal
path between the BS and users due to unfavorable propagation
conditions, e.g., the presence of large obstacles. The received
signals at all K mobile users for T consecutive time slots can
be compactly expressed with Ỹ ∈ CK×T given by
Ỹ , H̃r ΦH̃b X̃ + W̃,

(1)

where diagonal matrix Φ is the phase configuration for N RIS
unit elements, which is usually chosen from low resolution
discrete sets [21]; H̃b ∈ CN ×M and H̃r ∈ CK×N denote the
channel matrices between RIS and BS, and between all users
and RIS, respectively; the matrix X̃ ∈ CM ×T includes the BS
transmitted signal within T time slots; and W̃ ∈ CK×T is the
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) matrix having zero
mean and variance N0 .
In typical cellular configuration, the involved channels are
correlated random vectors that are dependent of scattering
geometry, however, for uniform linear array with large antenna
number at BS, the channels can be represented by sparse
matrices in beam domain [22]–[24]. Using methods in [22],
[25], the channels in beam domain can be representd as
Hb = H̃b F1 , Hr = F2 H̃r ,

(2)

where F1 denote the M ×M discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
matrix, and F2 denote the K ×K DFT matrix. Thus, the inputoutput relationship (1) can be rewritten as
r
b H
r
b
Ỹ , FH
2 H ΦH F1 X̃ + W̃ ⇒ Y , H ΦH X + W, (3)

Figure 1. Considered RIS-based wireless communication system consisting
of a M -antenna BS simultaneously serving in the downlink K single-antenna
mobile users.

where X = FH
1 X̃, Y = F2 Ỹ and W = F2 W̃. The beam
domain representation yields an equivalent sparse channel
estimation in beamspace, which facilitates the joint channel
estimation and signal recovery.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND M ESSAGE PASSING
A LGORITHM
A. Problem Formulation and Factor Graph Representation
The focus of this paper is to design an efficient receiver
to estimate transmitted signal X and all involved channels
Hb and Hr . To this end, we formulate a two-layer estimation
problem. Specifically, in the first layer, the input is transmitted
signal X, and the output is U = Hb X. In the second
layer, the input is U, and the output is A = QU, with
Q = Hr Φ that incorporates the unknown channel Hr . The
output A is corrupted by the noise W, which is interpreted
as Y = A + W. Thus, the joint probability p(Q, Hb , X, Y)
can be factorized into
p(Q,Hb,X,Y) ∝ p(X)p(Hb)p(U | HbX)p(Q)p(A | QU)p(Y | A). (4)
The probabilistic structure characterized by (4) is illustrated
by Fig. 2. The circles represent variables and the squares
represent factors. The purple circles denote the variable hbnm ;
the red circles are variables xmt ; and the blue circles represent
qkn . p(xmt ), p(hbnm ) and p(qkn ) are Gaussian priors of the
variable xmt , hbnm and qkn , respectively. funt is the (n, t)-th
entry of p(U | Hb X); fakt is the (k, t)-th entry of p(A | QU);
and fykt is the (k, t)-th element of p(Y | A). As shown in
Fig. 2, the message updates bidirectionally, where the message
flows from the left to right is termed as forward iteration,
and the message flows conversely is backward iteration. The
definitions of involved messages are summarized in Table. I
B. The Proposed BAMP Algorithm
Due to the numerous loops and both discrete and
continuous-valued variables that are involved in Fig. 2, the
exact implementation of the sum-product algorithm is impractical. Thus, we employ the Gaussian approximation and Taylor
series expansion to further simplify the messages of loopy
belief propagation for efficient inference, which derives the
proposed BAMP algorithm.

Figure 2. The factor graph of the joint channel estimation and signal recovery in RIS-assisted wireless communication systems.

Taylor series expansion:

Table I
M ESSAGE DEFINITIONS IN THE FACTOR GRAPH .
µxmt ←funt
µfu ←hb
nm
nt
µfunt ←unt
µunt ←fa
kt
µfa →qkn
kt
µfa →akt
kt
µakt →fy
kt
µakt ←fy
kt

The first layer
message from funt to xmt
µxmt →funt
message from hbnm to funt
µfu →hb
nm
nt
message from unt to funt
µfunt →unt
The second layer
message from fakt to unt
µunt →fa
kt
message from fakt to qkn
µfa ←qkn
kt
message from fakt to akt
µfa ←akt
kt
message from akt to fykt
µfy →ykt
kt
message from fykt to akt

log µxmt ←funt (xmt )


∝ xmt ĥbnm G0nt (Znt , Vnt )−|ĥbnm |2 x̂mt G00nt (Znt , Vnt)
! (7)
|ĥbnm |2 00
b
2
Gnt (Znt , Vnt )+vnm Ġnt (Znt , Vnt) ,
+|xmt |
2

message from xmt to funt
message from funt to hbnm
message from funt to unt
message from unt to fakt
message from qkn to fakt
message from akt to fakt
message from fykt to ykt

where G0nt and G00nt are the first and second partial derivatives
of Gnt w.r.t. the first argument, and Ġnt is the first derivative
w.r.t. its second argument. We have

We define the approximate posterior distribution of U as
u
, and
ξnt
u
u
Gnt (E[ξnt
], Var[ξnt
])
Z
(5)
u
u
= log N (unt | E[ξnt
], Var[ξnt
]) µfunt ←unt (unt )dunt ,

with
Znt =
Vnt =

M
X
m=1
M
X

ĥbnt←nm x̂mt→nt ,
b
x
|x̂mt→nt |2 vnt←nm
+ |ĥbnt←nm |2 vmt→nt

(6)

m=1
b
x
+ vnt←nm
vmt→nt
,

where the variable with hat is the means of related messages.
In the large system limits, the belief µxmt (xmt ) is slightly
different from µxmt→nt (xmt ), thus, we further use the means
b
x
x̂mt to replace x̂mt→nt . Besides, the items vnt←nm
vmt→nt
∼
1
1
b
2
O( m ) and |ĥnt←nm | ∼ O( m ) are infinitesimal items that
can be ignored [17]. Thus, we obtain the following using the

z̃nt − Znt s
ṽnt − Vnt
,
, vnt , −G00nt = −
2
Vnt
Vnt
(8)

1 0 2
00
=
G
+ Gnt ,
2 nt

s̃nt , G0nt =
Ġnt

N (unt |Znt ,Vnt )µf

←u

(unt )

nt
where R N (unt|Znt ,Vnt )µf unt
∼ N (unt ; z̃nt , ṽnt ).
unt ←unt (unt )dunt
Thus, the involved messages can be simplified as
!
s
ĥbnms̃nt + x̂mt|ĥbnm |2vnt
1
µxmt←funt(xmt ) ∼ N xmt |
,
,
Cx
Cx
! (9)
s
1
x̂mts̃nt + ĥbnm|x̂bmt |2vnt
b
b
µfunt→hbnm(hnm ) ∼ N hnm |
,
,
Cb
Cb

s
b
s
b
where Cx = |ĥbnm |2 vnt
+ vnm
vnt
− vnm
|s̃nt |2 , and Cb =
2 s
x
s
x
2
|x̂mt | vnt + vmt vnt − vmt |s̃nt | .
The message from xmt to funt in (` + 1)-th iteration is
given by

µ`+1
xmt →funt (xmt )

∝ p(xmt )

N
Y
n0 6=n

µ`xmt ←fu

n0 t

(xmt ),

(10)

where p(xmt ) is the (m, t)-th element of p(X), and p(X) ∼
N (x0 , vx0 ) is a Gaussian mixture, thus we approximate it to be

Gaussian with expectation propagation (EP), which is crucial
to achieve the low complexity implementation. Thus, the EP
message reads
µxmt (xmt )

p̃(xmt ) ∝ QN

n=1 µxmt ←funt (xmt )

,

µxmt (xmt ) = p̃(xmt )
∝ p̃(xmt )N (xmt |
µhbnm (hbnm )

=

p(hbnm )

`
Vnt

x
∼ N (xmt | x̂mt , vmt
),

(12)

∼ p(qkn )N (qkn |

(13)
|

q
q̂kn , vkn
),

where µfakt →qkn can be obtained by a similar way as (9), and
q
Rkn
and Σqkn can be obtained by Gaussian product property.
With the updated beliefs of all involved variables, the
intermediate means and variances in two layers can be further
simplified as
`
Zkt
=

N
X

`
û`nt→kt q̂kt←kn

n=1

=

N 
X

n=1
`
≈ Z̄kt

`−1 `−1 u,`
û`nt − q̂kn
s̃kt vnt



`−1 q,`
`
q̂kn
− û`−1
nt s̃kt vkn

(14)

`
− s̃`−1
kt V̄kt ,

and
`
Vkt
=

N
X

q,`
u,`
`
|û`nt→kt |2 vkt←kn
+|q̂kt←kn
|2 vnt→kt

n=1
q,`
u,`
+ vkt←kn
vnt→kt
`
≈ V̄kt
+

N
X

(15)

u,` q,`
vnt
vkn ,

Z̄kt =
V̄kt =

N
X
n=1
N
X
n=1

û`nt q̂kn ,
(16)
u
|q̂kn |2 vnt

m=1

where

M
X

Z̄nt =

m=1
M
X

x̂mt ĥbnm
(18)
b
|x̂mt |2 vnm

+

x
|ĥbnm |2 vmt

The message between the first layer and the second layer is
given by
N
Y

µ`unt ←fa ∼ N (unt | Rnt , Σnt) , (19)
kt

which is the product of large number of Gaussian distributions,
thus, it can be computed by Gaussian product property.
The pilots Xp ∈ RM ×Tp are used in the initial iteration, and
estimates of X and Hb are obtained in the first layer. Then,
the output Û = Ĥb X̂ is considered as input of the inner
iteration to update the means of Q. Although the BAMP twolayer algorithm can estimate all involved unknown channels
and signal simultaneously, the divergency issue still exists.
This arises from the ill-conditioned matrix U, which is the
product of two Gaussian distributed matrices X and Hb .
To further improve the convergence, the damping method is
recommended [18].
C. Ambiguities in BAMP
The existence of ambiguities undermines the estimation
performance of the proposed algorithms, however, there is
an inherent ambiguity in recovering the couple Hb , X
and (Q, U). As a matter of fact, for any invertible unitary
matrix C1 ∈  RM ×M and C2 ∈ RM ×M , the couples
−1
Hb C1 , C−1
1 X and QC2 , C2 U generate the same values
b
as H , X and (Q, U). The ambiguity issue in the proposed
algorithm is much more complex than that in the single layer
bilinear case, such as BiG-AMP.
In order to eliminate scaling ambiguities, the first Tp
columns of matrix X and Kp rows of matrix Hr are assumed
to be known [26]. In addition, to remove the phase ambiguity,
we adopt the method in [27]. In particular, the transmitted
signal is designed to be a full-rank matrix.
D. Computational complexity

n=1

where

+

(17)
x,` b,`
vmt
vnm ,

n=1

T
Y

µfakt →qkn (qkn )
t=1
q
Rkn
, Σqkn ) ∼ N (qkn

M
X

µ`funt ←unt (unt ) =



b
∼ N hbnm | ĥbnm , vnm
,

b
x
and Σbnm can be obtained by Gaussian
, Σxmt , Rnm
where Rmt
product property.
Similarly, the approximate message passing algorihtm can
be extended to the second layer, and we have the belif of qkn ,
which is given by

µqkn (qkn ) = p(qkn )

≈

`
V̄nt

m=1

t=1
b
∝ p(hbnm )N hbnm | Rnm
, Σbnm

`
`
ĥbnt←nm x̂mt→nt ≈ Z̄nt
− s̃`−1
nt V̄nt ,

V̄nt =

µfunt →hbnm (hbnm )


M
X
m=1

µxmt ←funt (xmt )

n=1
x
Rmt
, Σxmt )
T
Y

`
Znt
=

(11)

where
µxmt (xmt ) is the belief of xmt , and the term
QN
n=1 µxmt ←funt (xmt ) is the product of Gaussian messages,
which can be computed by Gaussian product property.
The beliefs of three unknown variables can be expressed as
N
Y

Similarly,

+

q 
|û`nt |2 vkn
.

The computational cost of the proposed BAMP algorithm is
mainly dominated by componentwise squares of Q, U, Hb and
X. Specifically, in the first layer, the computation complexity
is dominated by the computation of Hb and X related componentwise squares in (18), which is N M T ; and in the second
layer, the complexity mainly arises from the computation of Q
and U related componentwise squares in (16), which is KN T .
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Figure 3. NMSE performance comparisons of the BAMP algorithm with
baseline method (BiGAMP+LS) versus the SNR in dB for M = 100, K =
500, T = 200 and N = 200.

Thus, the total computational cost of the proposed algorithm
is O ((KN T + N M T )L) with L being the iteration number.
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Figure 4. NMSE performance comparisons of the BAMP two-layer algorithm
versus the SNR in dB for M = 100, K = 500, N = 100, T = 600 and
various values of Tp .
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IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we present computer simulation results for
the performance of the proposed BAMP algorithm. We have
particularly simulated the NMSE using the metrics kHb −
b b k2 kHb k−2 , kHr − H
b r k2 kHr k−2 and kX − Xk
b 2 kXk−2 .
H
The scaling ambiguity of the proposed algorithm has been
removed with the aid of the first Kp rows of the channel matrix
Hr . All normalized mean square error (NMSE) curves were
obtained after averaging over 500 independent Monte Carlo
channel realizations. We have used L = 20 iterations in all
NMSE performance curves. We compare the proposed BAMP
with the state-of-art method, the BiGAMP+least squares (LS)
method. Specifically, this method consists of two stages: the
first stage estimates two channels Hr and Hb based on the
pilot part Xp ∈ CM ×Tp using BiGAMP; then the data part
Xd ∈ CM ×(T −Tp ) is estimated based on the obtained channels
using the LS in the second stage.
The NMSE performance comparison of the BAMP two
layers algorithm versus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given
in Fig. 3. The parameter settings are M = 100, K = 500,
T = 200, N = 200 and Kp = 150, and the damping factor
β in BAMP method is set 0.3. In the proposed algorithms,
the pilot length is set Tp = 100. It can be observed from the
figure that the proposed BAMP algorithm consistently shows
great advantages over the benchmark. Specifically, there is
about 18 dB gap between the proposed algorithm and the
baseline method for the same pilot length Tp = 100. Even
in the unfair setting (Tp = 100 for the proposed algorithm
and Tp = 150 for the baseline method), there is about 4 dB
gap between the proposed BAMP and the benchmark in the
estimation of Hb , and the gap in the estimation of X is even
larger. This behavior substantiates the favorable performance
of our proposed algorithm.
We evaluate the influence of pilot length in the Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5. The minimum number of pilots Tp in X required for
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Figure 5. NMSE performance comparisons of the BAMP two-layer algorithm
versus the SNR in dB for M = 100, K = 500, N = 200, T = 200 and
various values of Kp .

the proposed algrothms is evaluated in Fig. 4 with M = 100,
K = 500, N = 100, T = 600, and Tp = 180, 200, 240. It
can be observed from the figure that the ratio Tp /T = 0.3
can achieve the similar performance with the case of higher
ratio, which means the ratio of pilots in X with 0.3 that
is enough to achieve the best performance among all cases.
In addition, we evaluate the impact of Kp in Hr in Fig. 5
with M = 100, K = 500, N = 100, T = 600, and
Kp = 120, 150, 180. As shown in figure, the larger Kp
increases the whole performance. Taking the estimation of X
as an example, the gap between the case with Kp = 120 and
that with Kp = 150 is about 9 dB, and the gap between the
case with Kp = 150 and that with Kp = 180 reduces to 1.5
dB. The trend of estimations of Hr and Hr is similar, and the
performance improvement is even larger than the estimation
of X, which substantiates that larger Kp could bring more
benefits to the proposed algorithm.
The performance evaluation of the proposed BAMP twolayer algorithm versus the SNR with various values of RIS
elements N = 150, 200 and 300 is given in Fig. 6. The
parameter settings are M = 100, K = 500, T = 200,
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Figure 6. NMSE performance comparisons of the BAMP two-layer algorithm
versus the SNR in dB for M = 100, K = 500, T = 200 and various values
of RIS elements N .

Tp = 100 and Kp = 150, and the damping factor β is set
0.3. It is evident that there exists an increasing performance
loss when N increases and the gap becomes larger with the
increase of SNR, e.g., the gap between the NMSE of X with
N = 150 and that with N = 200 is 5 dB, which is smaller than
the gap between cases with N = 150 and that with N = 300.
In those cases, the number of unknown variables for estimation
increases, which results in performance loss.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a BAMP algorithm for joint channel estimation and signal recovery in RIS-assisted wireless
communication systems, which capitalizes on the factor graph
and approximate message passing algorithms. All involved
channels are estimated and the transmitted signal is recovered
through the proposed bidirectional two-layer algorithm. Ambiguities and computational analysis are also presented in this
paper. Our simulation results showed that the proposed BAMP
algorithm showed superiority over the benchmark scheme even
with fewer pilots. In addition, we observed that the pilot length
and the number of RIS elements exert a significant effect on
our proposed algorithm.
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